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Sweets & Treats
Yellow Cake with vanilla ‘buttercream’

dozen cupcakes  serves 12      $40
10” round layer cake  serves 10-12 $65
quarter-sheet cake serves 18-24 $70
half-sheet cake   serves 35-40 $90

Chocolate Cake with chocolate ‘buttercream’

dozen cupcakes  serves 12      $40
10” round layer cake  serves 10-12 $65
quarter-sheet cake serves 18-24 $70
half-sheet cake  serves 35-40   $90

Gluten-Free Yellow Cake with vanilla ‘buttercream’

dozen cupcakes  serves 12      $40
10” round layer cake   serves 10-12  $70
quarter-sheet cake serves 18-24   $90
half-sheet cake  serves 35-40  $110

Gluten-Free Chocolate Cake with chocolate ‘buttercream’

dozen cupcakes  serves 12      $40
10” round layer cake   serves 10-12  $70
quarter-sheet cake serves 18-24 $90
half-sheet cake  serves 35-40  $110

Sage’s Famous Carrot Cake with ‘cream cheese’ frosting

dozen cupcakes  serves 12      $40
10” round layer cake  serves 10-12 $80
quarter-sheet cake serves 18-24  $90
half-sheet cake  serves 35-40  $110

5809 Clarksville Square Dr, Clarksville, MD 21029 www.greatsage.com443.535.9400 

Please provide a minimum of 72-hours’ notice for 
all catering orders. Please see the manager on 
duty for any special requests that are not listed. 
All items are 100% vegan and mostly organic. 

Great Sage is not a nut-free or gluten-free facility.
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Appetizers
Artichoke Spinach Dip $40
a gluten-free option is available (will come with tortilla chips)

Pierogi Quesadilla  $40

Wraps
Autumn Vegetable Wrap  $40    $70

‘Chicken’ Caesar Wrap   $30    $60
a gluten-free option is available

Salads
Ginger Dijon  $45
a gluten- and nut-free option is available

Caesar   $35
a gluten-free option is available

‘Chicken’ Caesar    $40
a gluten-free option is available 

Entrées
Alfredo Mac  $90
a gluten-free option is available

Thai Green Curry  $90
a gluten-free option is available 

Enchiladas                  $90

Sides
Maple-Dijon Sweet Potato Salad   $20

Roasted Potatoes $20

Cornbread    $20
a gluten-free option is available
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